Mikros Systems’ Manufacturing and Depot (M&D) Center in Largo Florida has been manufacturing high-reliability electronic systems for DoD and other customers for the past ten years. We now offer build to print, box build, and testing services to third-party customers. Our fully staffed and certified facility provides the following:

**KEY OFFERINGS**
- Complete kitting, assembly and testing services
- Fully qualified facility and personnel
- Flexible scheduling to accommodate rush jobs
- Surge capability for cooperative manufacturing
- Low cycle time and turnaround
- Turnkey solutions
- Technical capabilities:
  - Box build
  - Cable assembly
  - PCB rework/repair
  - Surface mount/through-hole/mixed technology
  - Mechanical assemblies/subassemblies

**QUALITY**

Mikros Systems has been a successful DoD Small Business Innovator since the 1990s.

WE DO TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION FROM CONCEPT TO DELIVERY!